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The Outlaw River Wilde 2015-03-20 who of us at one time or another hasn t wondered if we are alone in the universe mitch wilde never had until a failed attempt at pulling
an arrow out of his best friend jack s shoulder began a string of strange and unexpected events when native americans start vanishing throughout the country and re
appearing in strange places on horseback mitch is challenged in ways he never dreamed in addition who are the uninvited strangers ransacking some of their homes added to
this jack has taken to odd nocturnal treks the local sheriff releases hostility he has held against mitch since high school and something nobody wants to call them ufos
has just crashed into several surrounding lakes can mitch keep himself out of jail in the small pacific northwest town of outlaw river can mitch figure out what the
strange entities emerging from the lake are and why can mitch protect the beautiful life he and his wife mabey worked so hard to create finally can mitch help his
eccentric neighbor save the residents of outlaw river before it is too late
Still Wilde in Outlaw River 2016-06-03 rescued from a desperate situation mitch wilde finds the stakes raised for him his loved ones and the small oregon town of outlaw
river he is proud to call home mitch s wife mabey also finds herself in extreme peril and must overcome an abduction mitch s cantankerous old neighbor and investigative
paranormal sleuth along with childhood best friend jack jenson return in book two of mike walters debut duology series the mysteries of the pacific northwest further
unfold in still wilde in outlaw river as fast paced events take the original characters into a multitude of unexpected directions the attack on outlaw river from outside
sources continues are they alien forces looking for human subjugation or covert human entities from the future can outlaw river residents unravel the mystery of the
forces wreaking havoc in their small oregon town can mabey wilde rise to the occasion and overcome challenges she never imagined she would face finally will mitch wilde
make the right decisions as he works to protect his loved ones all is revealed in the sequel to the outlaw river wilde described as a novel with great character
development likable characters to boot and a mystery that just yearns to be solved james cox midwest review as well as an original and impressively well written novel
deftly crafted and highly entertaining by an author who will leave his readers looking eagerly toward his next effort rebecca skane portsmouth review the wait is over
still wilde in outlaw river has arrived
Outlaw in Paradise 2011-12-13 divdiva legendary gunfighter brings big trouble to a frontier town and ignites the passion of a local saloon owner divdiv divdivwhen jesse
gault saunters into paradise oregon with a gun on each hip the town is instantly abuzz what could a legendary gunslinger want in paradise and what will the townsfolk have
to do to keep his trouble from becoming their own cady mcgill proprietor of the rogue tavern thinks she may know what gault has come for and she doesn t like it one bit
divdiv divdivcady s ongoing battle with merle wylie who has been buying up or burning down properties all over town is coming to a head as wylie tries to get his hands on
her tavern and her dried up gold mine hiring a gunfighter like gault would be just wylie s speed but cady senses something else behind gault s mysterious façade and as
the two grow closer she learns that his closely guarded secrets could spell life or death for the town and for cady herself div div
The River Wild 2017-06-06 based on the blockbuster movie starring meryl streep and kevin bacon to help heal a marriage on the rocks river rafting expert gail her husband
tom and their son embark on a white water adventure in montana along the way they encounter two inexperienced rafters supposedly looking for their friends downriver
little do they know that the men are escaped convicts whose bid for freedom has a body count things take a turn when the young family learns that they are now the
captives of two armed killers and it becomes clear that there is much more at stake than a marriage desperate to evade both the police and federal marshals the men force
the family down the river and into the mouth of a deadly class 5 white water rapid careening towards mortal peril gail and tom must bond together to save their family
from the brutality of nature and the savageness of man this high stakes thriller is both a testament to the power of mother nature and a classic adventure story that is
perfect for fans of cj box and craig johnson denis o neill the screenwriter for the movie the river wild brings the striking beauty of the film into his writing and
ratchets up the danger that races forward to a breathtaking conclusion
Apache-Sitgreaves National Forest (N.F.), San Francisco River, Wild and Scenic River Study Report 1982 outlaw masters of japanese film offers an extraordinary close up of
the hitherto overlooked golden age of japanese cult action and exploitation cinema from the early 1950s through to the late 1970s and up to the present day having unique
access to the top maverick filmmakers and japanese genre film icons chris d brings together interviews with and original writings on the lives and films of such
transgressive directors as kinji fukasaku battles without honour and humanity seijun suzuki branded to kill and koji wakamatsu ecstasy of the angels as well as performers
like shinichi sonny chiba the streetfighter kill bill vol 1 and glamorous actress meiko kaji lady snowblood bringing the story up to date with an overview of such
japanese enfants terrible as takashi miike audition and kiyoshi kurasawa cure this book also provides a compendium of facts and extras including filmographies related
bibliographies on genre fiction including manga and a section on female yakuzas illustrated with fantastic stills and posters from some of japan s finest cult and action
films this is a veritable bible for fans and newcomers alike
Outlaw Masters of Japanese Film 2005-05-27 one of the best new breed western writers rocky mountain news frederic bean offers a blazing texas tale about a soldier turned
desperado sworn to seek vengeance upon his enemies in the aftermath of the civil war captain john cross leads his dispirited cavalry unit home to texas only to dicover
that scavenging carpetbaggers have seized his family farm
Library of Congress Subject Headings 2013 presents an account of the life times and crimes of the legendary outlaw



Library of Congress Subject Headings 2009 marshal thornton wilde takes delivery of two prisoners one of whom is the son he hasn t seen for 20 years then just hours later
there is a jail break with the marshal and the town drunk in hot pursuit gradually a complicated plot unfolds involving a series of bank robberies and a mexican peasant
with lofty ambitions somebody is desperate to keep wilde and the texas rangers away from el paso but it is there that the amazing truth is revealed and justice meted out
The Outlaw 1993 the mountain man defends his home against lawless killers in these two western adventures by the new york times bestselling author trail of the mountain
man when gold is discovered near the little town of no name colorado the citizens are overjoyed but soon every gunslick from the atlantic to the rockies is beating a path
to the gold strike which happens to be right on smoke jensen s doorstep outnumbered a hundred to one jensen recruits a small army of the frontier s ageing but still
lethal legends as these men ride into the violent sunset of their grizzled lives one thing is certain there s going to be a lot of blood spilled before anyone walks away
with the gold revenge of the mountain man smoke jensen is buying cattle a hundred miles away from his colorado ranch when he gets devastating news drawing two horses from
the remuda he rides off and doesn t stop until he reaches his wife s side she d been shot three times and lay close to death smoke jensen knows the outlaws who committed
this cowardly crime had come for him and now he s coming for them
Butch Cassidy 1998-01-01 this publication will fill a gap in the bibliographic reference shelf by identifying historical novels for both adult and young adult readers
iamerican historical fiction r contains over 3 000 titles set in states and historical regions of the united states entries are organized by time period the newest titles
as well as old favorites are covered the volume is indexed by author title genre subject and geographic setting
Annals of Wyoming 1988 this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on all devices
contents introduction the last american frontier history of the far west of the pioneers trailblazers story of the cowboy story of the outlaw novels stories riders of the
purple sage saga zane grey ohio river trilogy dan barry series max brand the virginian owen wister lin mclean leatherstocking series james f cooper flying u series b m
bower cabin fever rimrock trail j allan dunn bucky o connor william m raine breckinridge elkins series robert e howard in a hollow of the hills bret harte wolf hunters
james oliver curwood gold hunters last of the plainsmen border legion smoke bellew country beyond lone star ranger ronicky doone trilogy riders of the silences three
partners man of the forest lure of the dim trails tennessee s partner covered wagon emerson hough luck of roaring camp rustlers of pecos county pike bearfield series
hopalong cassidy clarence e mulford o pioneers willa cather my Ántonia roughing it mark twain outcasts of poker flat call of the wild jack london heart of the west o
henry white fang log of a cowboy andy adams two gun man charles alden seltzer short cut jackson gregory astoria washington irving ungava r m ballantyne valley of silent
men black jack bull hunter drag harlan charles alden seltzer wyoming a story of the outdoor west sheriff s son whispering smith frank h spearman a texas cow boy charles
siringo boss of the lazy y trail horde rider of golden bar william p white buck peters ranchman tangled trail golden dream ballantyne gun brand james b hendryx blue hotel
stephen crane long shadow girl from montana grace livingston hill hidden children robert w chambers where the trail divides iron trail rex beach desert trail dane
coolidge
Wyoming History Journal 1987 in this western by the usa today bestselling author of trail of the mountain man criminals go after the wrong man s wife and he s out for
revenge smoke jensen a one man judge and jury they struck in a pack in the dead of night they had crept in like thieves like the cowards they were but it wasn t robbery
they had in mind it was something much darker smoke jensen was buying cattle a hundred miles away from his colorado ranch when he got the news drawing two horses from the
remuda he saddled up rode off and didn t stop until he reached his wife s side she had been shot three times and lay close to death smoke jensen knew the outlaws had come
to kill him he wouldn t give them a second chance he was going after them and he wasn t taking any prisoners
The Chicanery of Paco Ibanez 2011-12-30 a lesbian western set in st george utah and clovis new mexico mercedes cade is serving eighteen months at the pish convent in utah
as a mormon missionary coming to zion the promised land to reunite with the church she was raised in she is partnered up with violet mace reese a rebel politician from
montana who has come to ask god for direction after serving their mission they run a leather ranch in clovis from atop a ridgeline looking down into a quarry vi and sadie
convert from mormonism to australian dreamtime being that the mormon faith is too structured of an environment for the personalities of these two women to live by
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1977 every summer the population of college age kids explodes in southern california some come for opportunities on movie lots and recording
studios others migrate for summer jobs at disneyland or knott s berry farm a few are simply on vacation most arrive in the chaotic land of tinsel fruits and nuts to hit
the beaches and party fraternity brothers robert kevin and benjamin return to disneyland for a second summer working at carnation plaza gardens friendships are made with
tammy a grunion hunter and powder skier from utah dave a volleyball player and mountain climber from kansas and jed bob a rockabilly guitarist and slap back bass player
from texas extracurricular activities include beer drinking at the french quarter in anaheim bodysurfing at the wedge in newport beach and side trips to tijuana catalina
and hollywood most of the kids pack light but a few make room for heavy baggage including their own demons of obsession deception and manipulation aston a former first
lady astronaut trainee in albuquerque is one of the young people with lots of baggage including a working hit list of six names she along with her best friend leslie an
eastern airlines stewardess and american river whitewater guide run into robert kevin and benjamin at lunch in big sur they meet again at disneyland where the girls are
taking a break from surfing the pilings at the pier in huntington beach during their time together there is no mention of aston s list or the name at the top of the list



president of the united states john f kennedy
Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Chevron Phosphate Project 1983 the building of the transcontinental railroad is the story of america itself full of great
dreams and greater dangers it required bold vision back breaking work and one brave man to stop the baddest of the bad men every step of the way his name is wolf
stockburn railroad detective next stop hell all aboard the killers are organized and ruthless one by one they slaughter a railroad crew at hell s jaw pass in wyoming
territory no survivors no mercy to ensure the rail line s completion wells fargo sends their best detective wolf stockburn to the nearby mining town of wild horse it s a
rowdy little outpost full of miners outlaws and downright killers smack in the middle of two of the largest ranches in the territory it s also as close to the pit of hell
as stockburn has ever been train holdups ranch wars slaughter this little boomtown s got it all stockburn s not sure he can trust anyone here even the deputy s daughter
this pretty gal isn t just flirting with wolf she s flirting with disaster and that disaster comes with a hail of bullets and before it s all over a lot of blood on the
tracks
Chevron Phosphate Project (WY,UT) 1983 the entire field of film historians awaits the afi volumes with eagerness eileen bowser museum of modern art film department
comments on previous volumes the source of last resort for finding socially valuable films that received such scant attention that they seem lost until discovered in the
afi catalog thomas cripps endlessly absorbing as an excursion into cultural history and national memory arthur schlesinger jr
Trail of the Mountain Man/revenge of the Mountain Man 2010-04-19 authoritative guide to everything in print about lawmen and the lawless from billy the kid to the painted
ladies of frontier cow towns nearly 2 500 entries taken from newspapers court records and more
Gone Missing 2017-11-16 whether used for thematic story times program and curriculum planning readers advisory or collection development this updated edition of the well
known companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze generations of savvy librarians and educators have relied on this detailed subject guide
to children s picture books for all aspects of children s services and this new edition does not disappoint covering more than 18 000 books published through 2017 it
empowers users to identify current and classic titles on topics ranging from apples to zebras organized simply with a subject guide that categorizes subjects by theme and
topic and subject headings arranged alphabetically this reference applies more than 1 200 intuitive as opposed to formal catalog subject terms to children s picture books
making it both a comprehensive and user friendly resource that is accessible to parents and teachers as well as librarians it can be used to identify titles to fill in
gaps in library collections to find books on particular topics for young readers to help teachers locate titles to support lessons or to design thematic programs and
story times title and illustrator indexes in addition to a bibliographic guide arranged alphabetically by author name further extend access to titles
American Historical Fiction 1998-10-21 one of the greatest characters in western fiction two of the wildest tales of frontier vengeance from william johnstone s classic
bestselling saga this is how smoke jensen became a legend revenge of the mountain man they came in the dead of night like a pack of wolves they invaded smoke jensen s
ranch they destroyed smoke jensen s dream then they finished the job by putting three bullets in smoke jensen s wife by the time smoke arrived on the scene it was too
late to save her now he lives for revenge ruthless righteous merciless revenge vengeance of the mountain man with his darkest days behind him smoke jensen hopes to return
to a normal life unfortunately he can t escape his past a vicious young gunfighter named sundance holds an all consuming grudge against the mountain man he s got backup
from mexico bullets to spare and bloodlust in his eyes tonight the past is coming for smoke jensen with a vengeance live free read hard
Paperbound Books in Print 1991 the record of each copyright registration listed in the catalog includes a description of the work copyrighted and data relating to the
copyright claim the name of the copyright claimant as given in the application for registration the copyright date the copyright registration number etc
The Good, The Bad and The Ugly - 175+ Western Novels & Short Stories in One Edition 2023-12-23 what western do i read next describes and indexes approximately 1 900
titles published between 1989 and 1998 providing access to information genre readers need to select their next best read title series author publisher characters locale
time period plot summary and similar authors
Revenge of the Mountain Man 2018-09-25 with thousands of romance novels published each year librarians especially those unfamiliar with or indifferent to the genre can
benefit from this well organized reference that offers scores of appeals based read alike lists for some of the most popular contemporary romance fiction as romance
publishing continues to flourish readers and readers advisors are faced with increasingly complex reading choices this book helps adult and teen readers quickly find the
books they love to read identifies other titles with shared qualities for more reading suggestions and provides librarians with carefully reviewed read alike lists that
they can use with confidence featuring romance novels published from 2000 to the present day this useful guide offers you hundreds of reading suggestions covering a wide
variety of themes from the most popular to the more obscure library professionals and romance fans c l quillen and ilene lefkowitz use informal and sometimes whimsical
terminology to create unique thematic lists that are targeted to the way romance readers think offering such lively categories as rx for love and romancing the stove the
authors organize the titles into five sections according to language setting character story and mood subgenres covered include historical regency paranormal and romantic
suspense making it simple for you to find recommended titles appropriate for your readers needs
From The Convent To The Rawhide 2006-06-07
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